Term: Summer 2020 – USA Rugby (Lafayette, CO)

- Interns must be eligible to receive college credit, or be satisfying an academic requirement, in order to be considered. This is a full-time, unpaid internship at 40 hours per week.

**Overview: Content Creation Internship**

Please email Resumes to atabani@usa.rugby and ccahill@usa.rugby

Responsibilities include (bullets):
- Graphic design
- Video production to include basic filming and editing projects
- Research-based content projects
- Social media management – creating & scheduling posts
- Organization of photo assets

Benefits to the Intern (bullets):
- Work on projects related to the Olympic Games Tokyo 2020 and other international events
- Develop a suite of creative assets to use in a portfolio

Percentage of duties (estimated):
- 40% - Graphic design
- 40% - Video production to include basic filming and editing projects
- 10% - Research-based content projects
- 10% - Social media management – creating & scheduling posts

Organization of photo assets

Note: When applying for the job online, you will be required to answer the following:
- Are you able to get school credit for this internship?
- Are you willing to work in / relocate to Lafayette, CO area at your own expense if hired?